Holocaust in Gaza - 'Holocaust' betyder 'four victim'

For at skåne sarte seeres følelser har vi dækket billedet til Tør du se realiteterne i øjnene?

mus over

Now it soon Auschwitz today again, and we must again hear about the Holocaust. The Holocaust cult, and Auschwitz / gas chamber stories of six million Jews killed during the Holocaust is just a tad more, especially now att Israel's reputation kill be suffered greatly in world opinion grund af deres inhumane treatment of Palestinians. 81% of the Israeli population supports the kitten in Gaza, and Throughout Europe have the Jews and Zionists started in aggressive campaigns two turn international opinion two deres advantage. It is därför vigtigt people again will be Notified about how all this begyndte när Jewish propagandists is dazzlingly skilled in deres forsøger two rewrite history. The Prohibition of 'holocaust denial' in different European Norden, as well as other censorship laws come fortrinsvist from pressure from Jewish organisasjoner, but there is much more history as Jødene wanna be reserved. [Buttocks]

Wanted: Members of the Stern once wanted by the British official bodies att hatred Palestine as a protectorate from 1922 two 1948. The text is in Hebrew, and from the left, we see Yaacov Levstein, Yitshak Shamir, Natan Friedman-Yelin, Yaacov Levi Moshe Bar Giora and Yehoshua Cohen. Photo: Palestine Remembered | Larger

Wanted: Members of the Irgun wanted by the British police. From left: Menhaem (Menachem) Begin, Arieh Ben Eliezer, Leib Boyko, Reuben Franco and Marek Kahane. Beginning market by Palestine Remembered, der har put the old poster on the net. Beginnings are many pro-Palestinians Africans seen
Remembered, der has put the old poster on the net.

Beginnings are many pro-Palestinians Africans seen as one of the greatest of villains.

PROPOSAL FOR COOPERATION WITH NAZI STONES

The letter hvor coop ration mellom Stern Gang and Nazi stones were Suggested. The letter was late to Berlin, but was never Answered by the Germans.

JEWISH Revolutionary

Yair Stern created the terrorist group the Stern Gang in 1940. In childhood hatred of the Polish Jew Yair and his family escape from the Germans during the First World War. They were living in Russia, where Yair separated from his mother da han var 13. He went home two Poland after living with an uncle in St. Petersburg.
Irgun LOGO

Terror Group symbol shows rural organization Claimed the getting skape the Jewish state, the forms Mandate for britene, today's Israel, the West Bank, Gaza and Jordan. Photo: WIKI MEDIA

KILLED BY STERN STARTED

The Swedish diplomat Count Folke Bernadotte was killed by the Stern Gang in Jerusalem in 1948. The killing was ordered by Yitzhak Shamir, Natan Yellin-Mor and Yisrael Eldad. The French UN staff André Serot were også killed in the attack. Folke Bernadotte hatred otherwise Page saved many Jews with the so-called 'White buses' in the war's last days.

GOT PARDON

Stern member think Nathan Yellin-Mor (center) and Matityahu Shmueliowitz was after Bernadotte assassination found guilty of being members of a terrorist organization, organization. They were direkt given amnesty. Here is the front-Acre fengselet after release in 1949. | Larger
IN CONFLICT WITH JØDENE

Grand Mufti of Jerusalem, Hajj Amin al-Husseini, medverkar spread anti-Semitism in the Mid-East da han was a religious leader, and especially during the war. He was a nationalist and också in opposition two britene fordi he wanted a Palestinian state. He met Hitler in 1941 and spurte for help to fight against a Jewish state in Palestine.

Bombed KING DAVID-THE HOTEL

22nd July 1946 blew Irgun members of a bomb in the basement of the hotel in Jerusalem. 91 people were killed, 46 were injured. Britenes military headquarters located here. Irgun having always Claimed thatthey phoned before hand and meddelat well in advance eksplozionen, while Britain har seen the differently.

CONTROLLED Irgun
Menachem Begin was commander of the Irgun när bomb (King David Hotel) blew up in 1946. Beginning played vigtig role in the resistance against britene before the state of Israel was created. He later blev Israel's sixth prime minister and Nobel Peace Prize winner for Camp David-aftalen.

From another source: November 25, 1940 was refugee ship SS Patriafilled with Jewish refugees blown up by Jewish terrorists in Haifa Port. It cost 268 Jewish immigrant life. The explosion was terror group Haganas work, more accurate a branch of the Irgun was in Haganna, part by Menachem Begin. Irgun broke out later from Haganah.

Yitzhak Shamir was one of dem som took charge of the Stern Gang after the founder's death. He was one of dem som ordered the murder of Folke Bernadotte. Since he Became prime minister in Israel. They looked to Bernadotte as an anti-Zionist and as too friendly towards the British.

Haganah blev the core of the Israeli defense since it was etablert in 1948. They did not support the Stern and Irgun methods, but cooperated in a period yet with themself.
WAS IMPORTANT FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF ISRAEL

Hanagah members during training in 1947. The moderate forces in military group mente Israel had two having the support of a great power, Namely britene. The more radical elements outside begyndte look to America. | Larger

Detested TERROR GROUPS:

Britain's Prime Minister Winston Churchill mente shouldnt havebeen opened for more immigration til Palestinian territories, but condemned the Jewish terrorgruppene strongly.

Winston Churchill about the Jews: The battle for the Jewish people's soul

PARENTS Irgun

parents of Israeli Foreign Minister Tzipi Livni was the first two marry in the nyopprettede Israeli state in 1948. The father, Eitan Livni was the leader of the Irgun, and his mother Sara Rosenberg, också Irgun activist.
Jewish propaganda and black operations

The expulsion of Jews from Arab Norden was staged by Jews

'Another example of a propaganda process is the Iraqi Jews' exodus. Jewish presence in Iraq can be traced unbroken back to Old Testament times. The Iraqi Jews constituted the world's oldest Jewish communities, and they were a vital and integral part of Iraqi society.

In the spring of 1950 some directed terror against the Iraqi Jews. They threw bombs against them. The last bomb was thrown in front of a synagogue. A Jewish boy was killed. The killing triggered a panic exodus. In the short time vanished world's oldest Jewish communities. 125,000 Iraqi Jews fled, and must chose two go to Israel.

But an Israeli Yehudah Tajjar hatred tidligere part of the Iraqi myndighetene on the trail of the terrorists. He was taking a stroll in Baghdad er Recognized by a Palestinian refugee som hatred er a street vendor in Israel. Tajjar customs first att he was the boyfriend visit but official investigation found att he was in a group att called itself the "Movement".

Group fifteen members, som were all Zionist Jews were behind the bomb terror att hatred driven 125,000 Iraqi Jews to flee. The group was linked til Jewish elite.

Much more to:

Funen Herald-Tribune February 5, 2009- The double lie

The Age of Terror: A Survey of Modern Terrorism | marinata01

The Transfer Agreement (Book)

In 1925 immigrated THE POLISH JEW Yair Stern two Palestine. He was 18 years old.

The years in Siberia as he as 10-year survived by selling spring water, brought enough not to a warm relationship with Russia. Israel, on the other hand, he loved more than anything else.

You're engaged to me, my home country
Enligt all Moses' laws and Israel

And with my death I will bury my head in your arms
and you will live forever in my blood

The student wrote on a sensual love for Israel, he wrote poems about being a martyr for the Jewish Holy Land.

In Palestine, he begyndte working two create a Jewish state. In the 1930s, he traveled back and forth to Europe, prepared the Jewish immigration two Palestine and Organized revolutionary cells in Poland.

For this he ended up in jail. There he hatched plans etablere terrorist group Lehi, the British called Stern Gang. Israel would be won by force of arms, the British were forced out.
MORE SECRET JEWISH terrorist groups eksisterende account before Israel Became a state in 1948

In the interwar period and during World War II they were operating against the British, der hated the area as sina protectorate, and against "fraudulent" Jews. Throughout the period they struggled også against Palestinian groups engaged in attacks on Jews.

Stern Gang (established 1940) was with Irgun the most extreme. And they were central til creation of Israel.

Irgun and Stern - Violence terror and fascism

- The Jewish terrorist groups Irgun and Stern stood far out on the far right, they were strongly influenced by fascism and had its roots in the radical Zionist movement in Poland. They glorified violence and terror as the main betyder of politiska struggle, says historian Hilde Henriksen Waage two Dagbladet.no.

MANY THOUGHT ISRAEL was a miracle när country was in 1948. But instead, it was the result of long-term planning. In the inter-war period built up Jews with British consent, a state inom a state. They were politiska parties and institution followed the Western pattern. One of the pillars was the formation of a defense.

- It was a ready-made state before Israel was created, says Henriksen Waage.

When the British begyndte RESTRICT immigration two Israel, and it blev clear that they would not agree etablere an Israeli state against the people majority, begyndte more to look at the British as the enemy. Militant Jews erupted from the more moderate defense groups.

- For Stern and Irgun British were the main enemy. Violence kan the betyder two push themself out, they field something more moderate disagreed, sir Henriksen Waage.

Yair Stern etablert his terrorist organization after he had Fought in the Irgun, and the more moderate military organization Haganah. He field none of dem went dad enough.

brutal killers

Stern once were Brutally approach. They blew up British police stations, railway tracks and cafes. They killed Palestinians, Britons and Jews som de field betrayed case. The kidnapped British soldiers Mistreated themself and blew up hotels. In 1944, the gang killed Lord Moyne in Cairo. He was Britain's chief representative in the region.

The group medvirket også som att something might look like a mafia organization. They finansieres sina activities through extortion, bank robberies and donations. They made a dozens of kittens, many against Jews. The group had just a few hundred members.

Britons watched dem Closely, they looked at the Stern Gang as a terrorist group. Wanted Posters with Yair Stern’s face was hung up in all of Palestine.

- The British Imprisoned all they kan afford. But they had great Difficulty in tracking down members. As today’s Hamas fighters got the support and kan hide among civilians, says Henriksen Waage.

Today documents on the Stern Gang as the British secret services created released.
Comments to Hitler

A Yair Stern besluttet go to Hitler-Germany's side in the Second World War, it was an intelligent decision som lay behind.

Yair was fully aware at de Germans were jødehadere, but he thought they kan be manipulated. And the hatred against the British, he was two think thatthey could have common interesseforening. A representative of Lehi was in 1940 late two Beirut for talks with a German authority representative. He offered Hitler espionage, sabotage and military actions against the British in the Middle East and in Eastern Europe, where Stern hatred terrorist cells.

A letter with the same content was late til German ambassador in Akaara in 1941. Here was the Stern once the victim of participation in the war against the British repeated against the Germans would help remove the British from Palestine and etablere egne Jewish state.

The ambassador late the letter two Hitler in Berlin. But Yair Stern never got a reply from the Germans.

Yair DIED FOR Saken. In 1942 he was shot by British agents som revealed his hiding place.

Following Stern's death was Yitzhak Shamir, one of dem som took over the management. He was Israeli prime minister twice, in the 80s and 90s.

He was in and ordered the murder of Folke Bernadotte, som var the UN's main mediator in Palestine. Stern once killed the Swede, der they mente was a threat two Israel, in 1948. No one was convicted of killing.

But Israel had to do something. May 31, 1948 was Stern Gang dissolved and integrated into the Israeli defense, the leaders were given amnesty. The group fortsatte to operate in Jerusalem. After the assassination of Bernadotte, the group was banned by Israeli myndighetene, Imprisoned members and forced the group dissolved. They were inte, amnesty after a short time.

Yair Stern’s memorial day is market every year with the participation of Israeli myndighetene and politiker.

Irgun and Stern hailed in Israel

Irgun and Stern is now Legitimate, official actors in Israeli politics and society. Their actions will be father on the way made as heroic. They were the pioneers att helped two create the state of Israel, says Henriksen Waage.

9 TO 11 April 1948 was over 100 Palestinians killed in Deir Yassin massacre near Jerusalem. Along with Stern Gang attended the Irgun, a larger, extremist Jewish terrorist organization att Stern left. They had about a thousand members at its peak.

Killing The figures were INITIALLY redovisade two be more than twice as high. The event helped two awaken terror among Palestinians and medverkar thatthey begyndte flee in large groups.

Irgun was etablert in the early 1930s, with the desire two become a regular army, and not just a militia. Through 30 century bombed Palestinian villages, angriper botheration Arabs and Britons at the cafe, on beaches, in hospitals and on the bus.

July 22, 1946 placerde Irgun a bomb in the basement of the King David hotel in Jerusalem. Here, the UK myndighetene are headquartered. The attack was the bloodiest British experienced during the mandate
period. 91 people were killed, 46 wounded.

The Contradictions LEVER CONTINUED

In 2006, protested the British ambassador two Israel against it was two be a day of remembrance for the Irgun attack on the hotel.

- We do not think it is right two honor an act of terrorism att took many lives, he wrote, samt protested against the wording on a poster keen on the hotel where it was alleged att ofrene died fordi the British did not Evacuate the hotel fordi de weretold about the bomb. The ambassador denied thatthis is true.

The former prime minister Binyamin Netanyahu (Likud) was included in the debat.

- It is very vigtigt distinguish mellom terror groups and freedom fighters, and mellom terrorist action and Legitimate military action. Imagine att Hamas or Hezbollah would call with a bomb warning til military headquarters in Tel Aviv, said Netanyahu.

BUT NOT EVERYONE WAS just excited for the effort. In 1948 published prominent Jews as Albert Einstein and Hannah Arendt a letter in the New York Times, hvor they described the Irgun as a right extreme, chauvinistic terrororganisation. They Claimed att teachers were beaten for criticizing the Irgun att adults som mot deres children from deltagende in the group was shot, they overused gangsterism, violence, rudeknusing and robbery.

After World War II characterized Churchill Irgun as the wildest gangster. He would never forgive sina terrorist attacks. The group was formally condemned by the World Zionist Congress in 1946th Israel later Prime Minister Menachem Begin was the leader of the Irgun. He received the Peace Prize in 1978. The current Foreign Minister Tzipi Livni’s father, Eitan Livniockås featured in the Irgun. He was in prison for having part of extensive sabotage operations against the British.

After Irgun officiellt disbanded, the group fortsatte two exert its influence in the strongly nationalist Herut party and later in coalition Likud.

- Irgun and Stern formed from the 1960 figure starting point for Likud, today belongs to the words of Israel official right, says Henriksen Waage.

Irgun and the Stern CAME FROM the more moderate Haganah, a secret Jewish organization for armed self-defense som was created in the early 1900s two defend Jewish settlements.

They grew large during the Palestinian uprising in the early 1920’s, and since the Israeli heed (IDF) was etablert formed the Haganah core.

Haganah worked with the British before the war, even though the British did not formally Recognized group. Efter the assassination of Lord Moyne helped Haganah, and arrested and interrogated Irgun members. The effort is called hunting season in Israel.

But the relationship with terrorist organisasjoner Irgun and Stern was vanskeligere.

- David Ben Gurion and the Zionist movement had on one side a coop ration and on the other hand, a probe matic relationship with disse organisasjoner. Irgun and Stern were more extreme. They were introducere ilegally own weapons, it was a problem two control themself, says Henriksen Waage.
Stern Gang and Irgun takes great sympathy among the Jews in Palestine, and the methods had great support. Therefore included Haganah post-war cooperation with the Irgun and Stern and conducted a number of terrorist acts against the British together.

Yitzhak Rabin and Ariel Sharon were among Haganah's best-known members.

**TERRORISM OR RESISTANCE Struggle?**

Henriksen Waage do not think it is enbart appropriate to compare today's Hamas with the Jewish terrorist organisations.

- It's a big difference here. These Jewish terrorist organisations hatred as an ideology glorifying violence and terror as a legitimate politiska weapon.

- Not quite odd Hamas?

- It's more complicated. Hamas har også hosted part of a religious, politiska and social movement. But more viktige than nemlig the Irgun and Stern bothered to conquer the country, two get rid of a colonial power and two expel the Arabs. Hamas 'charter, if we are two take it on the floor, is full of expressions that select suggest that Israel bör obliterated.

But at the same time, the entire Hamas' commitment stems from the Israeli occupation. Hamas is a father way towards a resistance group. Irgun and Stern came from another country and tried to oust a people, says Henriksen Waage konkluderer.

**Appendix:** original right column in Dagbladet Norway

**JEWS IN ISRAEL AND PALESTINE**

As father back as we can see, there lived Jews in the area

a long time, partly under the Turkish rule, was tension mellom jødene og deres Arab neighbors to a low level. Jødene came to die in the Holy Land and conduct religious activity in cramped ghetto in Hebron, Safed, Tiberias and Jerusalem.

in the early 1800s this changed. Napoleon called in 1799 for the Jews had two restore the old Jerusalem.

It gikk 50 years before it happened special bark a lot more. Nationalism blev larger as jødene bothered in Western and Eastern Europe was vanskeligere, with the killing of Jews and pogroms in the east.

Det var også connected with the national movements in Europe.

Hebrew was relaunched as a living language, not just a ritual symbolic language. The idea of a Hebrew state had emerged at one shouldn't speak its own language. Dreyfus affair in 1894 revealed in depth anti-Semitism in France 1) . The anti-Jewish propaganda också about people and race. the Jewish journalist Theodor Herzl covered the Dreyfus case and published the book the Judenstaat, hvor han argued for a Jewish state. in 1897 he took the initiative to set up the World Zionist Organization. He was the founder of Political Zionism. The idea of returning two Palestine spread. Here kan jødene get one's own nation, once again. In 1891 came the first protests against jødenes presence. The first country areas Funds were purchased in 1905. The first immigrants rose to a miserly area as did with malaria, drought and poverty. They begyndte with agriculture. in 1914 had 85 000 Jews immigrated two Palestine. The first
kibbutz was started in 1909. Tel Aviv grew the new Jewish city. Popular support for Zionism was not clear, on the Contrary, protested many Jews against the creation of a Jewish state. not even among the Jews in Palestine was the commitment strong in the beginning. Zionism was INITIALLY a secular-moving subject, but in 1902 they formed the religious members of egne branch. Palestinian Arabs protested in the early 1900s more against the new Jews arrived in the country. they bought land and superseded Arabic capacity for work. An anti-Zionist newspaper was etablert in Haifa. Some Jewish settlements were angriper, but the Jews ignored Largely Arabs trial and defended himself när det var nödvändigt. The First World War changed the politiska situation of chaos in the Zionist movem and Disagreement about som of the parties in the war we shouldnt support.

Immigration stopped. The Zionists tried two rally support for deres cause among others in the UK and France. They wanted two ally with the victor, to be heard in fredsforhandlingene. They også wanted two create a Jewish army.

Britain gift no support. In 1918 , the Jewish brigade created in the British Army - paraded in London and late units til Middle East two conquer Palestine. The British left inte, soon this idea.

**A Jewish national home a gift from the British**

The greatest triumph inte, was diplomatic. The British promised in 1917 two support a "Jewish national home" in Palestine.

The British overused the war. A Jewish intelligence was created [Mossad = Foreign Shin bet = in Israel] . The British got in 1922 a mandate two rule Palestine.

But the creation of Israel was not as simple as individual Zionists had hoped. The statements of support from British were vague and også udtrykte Palestinians concern over the utvecklingen. More attack Jewish settlements.

in 1920, four Jewish villages in Galillea (Sea of Galilee) angriper city Palestinism Nere, and one of the most
militant Zionists were killed.

The Jewish defense had to be organized. While defending the settlers, you had to put in your own effort. The organization Haganah created irregular defense forces to protect the Jewish Agricultural colonies against Palestinian attacks.

The clashes became more and more bloody. Also, British police attended.

In 1921, for new pogroms began, Zionists again had to build houses.

The main thing was to build a strong Jewish army. It was set up training camps in Europe. Many of the volunteers were spurte to provide their own weapons, they also bought weapons in Europe, somewhere, chair, others secretly slipped in. The 300 members of the Haganah was around 1930 grown to 3000. Both the diaspora and Arabs became more militant.

The British put restrictions on Jewish immigration and purchases of land, the anti-British sentiment grew. Thus, the most militant Jewish constellation attacked the British.

Sources: Store Norwegian lexicon and J. Bowyer Bell: Terror out of Zion. Irgun Zvai Leumi, Lehi, and the Palestine Underground

Translated from:

- Jewish terror group would co-operate with Hitler

Footnote: Dreyfuss was just his trial and was acquitted. Der er dem som mener Dreyfus case had just proof att there was much anti-Semitism. Dreyfuss was almost a public hero. [Buttocks]

Video right: The Transfer Agreement

1933: Zionists sign a deal with Hitler - The Transfer Agreement

The Untold Story of the Secret Pact Between the Third Reich and Jewish Palestine

News Cast about the launch of the Controversial book about Nazi-Zionist collaboration. Admission at boycott of Jewish stores was for only one day, April 1, 1933!

The Age of Terror (2002)

A 3BM Television (London) production, in association with Discovery Europe

Directors Jon Blair, Dan Korn, Polly Williams

Narrator ..................... .... Tim Piggot-Smith

In effect, Israel had set in train the model of the sort of terrorism that most of the world deplores. Episode 1: in the Name of Liberation begins with an act that many meet the first real act "modern "terrorism - the bombing of the King David Hotel", and moves on to the struggles for independence by" terrorist "groups in Algeria, Malaysia and South Africa. Stressing att" one society's
freedom fighter is another's terrorist "the writer-directors uncover the uncomfortable post-modern truth att we live in a relative world, the series' message in the than ice very much attention of Ghandi: an elegy two victims of violence perpetrated in many guises, and a finger pointed unwaveringly two those who want to delude themselves thinking they can JUSTIFY what they have done. Calling the King David hotel explosion 'the first terrorist attack of the 20th century' and generally Treating the whole idea att Jews invented terrorism as indisputable fact. The narrator ascertains categorically att the Jews were the first terrorists of the 20th century and said future terrorists learned from sina example. the Irgun copied Arab tactics after the 1939 White Paper, when the unit saw violence can influened British policy.

The Age of Terror: A Survey of Modern Terrorism

The map illustrates Israel's expansion from 1946 to 2008 - White Jewish country - Red Palestinian land

This was the historian Bent Jensen two RESPOND in his article 'Our Time Nazism' where he Compares the statements of 'The Protocols of the Elders of Zion'.

Jørgen E. Petersen (journalist, Paris) responds with a letter to the editor: Research is not good enough
Interestingly exchange of words mellom Jørgen E Petersen and Bent Jensen

"Terrorists" ofte than up on top of a cake.

Det er også the case in Israel.

'Chased out of sina homes (in an Arab village) were the newlyweds, som were holding hands, alongwith 33 of sina neighbors put up a wall and mowed down. '

'HOWEVER, there is no doubt at de attacking Jews made many sexual assault. Many young school girls were raped and later slaughtered. "

Both quotes comes from Larry Collinsee and Dominique Lapierres book" O Jerusalem "

The quote above comes from an article skrevet George E. Petersen Jyllands Posten January 9, 2009: Feature: 2009: 10 possible bids


He også uses the procurator-ploy Involving one of its argument Suitable old Russian pamphlet. The Fanatical propagandists form will takeover from the beginning control of his chroniclers.

What BJ shouldnt be discovered as a scientist, er det "colorful" quote is from the British police officer, among other things, investigated the murder of the wedding party in Deir Yassin. [... ] as it faktisk blev quite quietly by my essay, I was / am not looking for Any kind of unrealistic foreign politiska witch hunt, but just wanted two viser Israel is a state built up by terrorists as bloodstained as you find themself elsewhere. more

Zionist - Nazi samarnejde Ha'avara

Was die radical Zionist von den Nazis erwarteten war, dafür zu grief, dass die deutschen Juden nach
Palästina auswanderten. Auch die Nazis wollten die Juden so schnell wie möglich außer Landes wissen. Zu diesem Zweck wurde, kurz bevor die Nazis an die Regierung kamen, ein Abkommen unterzeichnet, das die Auswanderung der deutschen Juden nach Palästina sicherstellen sollte. Das Auswanderungsabkommen

related:


- Claus Bentow - Danish Zionist Federation: Jews fear Muslim immigrants and the father Left